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1 Introduction
A 1-planar graph is a graph that can be drawn in the plane such that every edge
has at most one crossing. Many graph-theoretic and graph-drawing results are
known for 1-planar graphs, see for example [5]. One subclass is the class of outer-
1-planar (o1p) graphs, which have a 1-planar drawing such that additionally
every vertex is on the outer-face (the unbounded region of the drawing).
Outer-1-planar graphs were introduced by Eggleton [4] and later studied
extensively by Auer, Bachmeier, Brandenburg, Gleißner, Hanauer, Neuwirth and
Reislhuber [1]. Among others, they characterize the forbidden minors of outer-
1-planar graphs, give a recognition algorithm, and give bounds on various graph
parameters such as number of edges, treewidth, stack number and queue number.
Finally they turn to drawing algorithms for outer-1-planar graphs, and here claim
the following result: “Every o1p graph has a planar visibility representation in
O(n log n) area.” (Theorem 8).
2 Lower Bound
We show that the claim by Auer et al. is incorrect, and construct an outer-
1-planar graph that requires Ω(n2) area in any planar poly-line drawing (this
implies the lower bound for visibility representations as well [3]). Our lower-
bound graph GL (for L ≥ 2) consists of a 2× L-grid with every inner face filled
with a crossing. Clearly this is an outer-1-planar graph, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The outer-1-planar graph G7, and three 1-fused stacked triangles.
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Call a set of triangles T1, . . . , T` (in a planar embedding) 1-fused stacked
triangles [2] if for i = 2, . . . , ` the region bounded by Ti includes every vertex of
Ti−1, and Ti and Ti−1 have at most one vertex in common.
Enumerate the vertices of GL as in Figure 1.
Lemma 1. Fix L ≥ 2. Any planar embedding Γ of GL with (vL, wL) on the
outer-face contains L − 1 1-fused stacked triangles, of which one is the outer-
face and has vertices in K := {vL, wL, vL−1, wL−1}.
Proof. The vertices of K form a K4; its induced embedding ΓK is hence unique
up to renaming. By assumption the outer-face TL of ΓK contains vL, wL and one
vertex y ∈ {vL−1, wL−1}; set x = {vL−1, wL−1} \ y.
If L = 2, then we are done (use triangle TL). If L > 2, then graph GL \K is
connected, so must reside entirely within one face of ΓK . It contains neighbours
of x and y, so it must reside within one of the interior faces of ΓK adjacent to
(x, y). Thus TL is the outer-face not only of ΓK but also of Γ .
The graph G′ := GL \ {vL, wL} is a copy of GL−1. Since GL \ K resides
within one interior face of ΓK , edge (vL−1, wL−1) = (x, y) is on the outer-face of
the induced drawing Γ ′ of G′. Applying induction to Γ ′, we hence obtain L− 2
1-fused stacked triangles T2, . . . , TL−1, where TL−1 = {vL−1, wL−1, y′} for some
y′ ∈ {vL−2, wL−2}. Adding TL to this gives the desired set of 1-fused stacked
triangles for G, since TL and TL−1 have only vertex y in common.
Fix an integer N . The graph GL (for L = 2N+1) contains two copies of GN ,
and in any planar drawing one copy has (vN , wN ) on the outer-face. In this copy
we can find N − 1 1-fused stacked triangles, which require width and height at
least N in any planar drawing [2]. Since GL has 4N − 2 vertices, we have:
Theorem 1. There exists an n-vertex outer-1-planar graph that requires width
and height at least (n+ 2)/4 in any planar poly-line grid-drawing.
3 Outlook
Where is the error in [1]? They used a visibility representation of area O(n log n)
of an outer-planar subgraph G′ [2], and added the edges of G \G′. The drawing
of [2] is created by splitting the graph, drawing parts recursively, and putting
them together. Auer et al. assume that the edges of G\G′ occur in one particular
way relative to this graph-split. But the graph-split is determined by the size of
the sub-graphs, and so they have missed some cases where edges of G \G′ could
be. (As our results show, it would be impossible to do the other cases without
adding crossings or increasing the area.)
We can achieve O(n log n) area if we allow crossings and bends, and even
exactly reflect the outer-1-planar drawing. To do so, use again the visibility
representation of [2] of an outer-planar subgraph G′. Adding edges of G \ G′
can easily be done if we allow crossings and up to 4 bends per edge; the area at
most doubles. As we will show in a forthcoming paper, up to 2 bends per edge is
sufficient if we modify the algorithm of [2] a bit. Achieving O(n log n) area and
0 bends remains an open problem.
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